In the field of aging research, family-based sampling study designs are commonly used to study the lifespans of long-lived family members. However, the specific sampling procedure should be carefully taken into account in order to avoid biases. This work is motivated by the Leiden Longevity Study, a family-based cohort of long-lived siblings. Families were invited to participate in the study if at least two siblings were 'long-lived', where 'long-lived' meant being older than 89 years for men or older than 91 years for women. As a result, more than 400 families were included in the study and followed for around 10 years. For estimation of marker-specific survival probabilities and correlations among life times of family members, delayed entry due to outcome-dependent sampling mechanisms has to be taken into account. We consider shared frailty models to model left-truncated correlated survival data. The treatment of left truncation in shared frailty models is still an open issue and the literature on this topic is scarce. We show that the current approaches provide, in general, biased estimates and we propose a new method to tackle this selection problem by applying a correction on the likelihood estimation by means of inverse probability weighting at the family level.
Introduction
Family-based cohort studies are frequently used in epidemiology in order to investigate traits which aggregate within families. In the field of aging research, human longevity has shown to cluster within families, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and this has motivated numerous family-based sampling study designs based on the selection of long-lived (according to a set of predefined criteria) family members (e.g. siblings) from a reference population of interest. The study of their survival times provides insights into the factors affecting survival in old individuals, marker-specific survival probabilities, and the level of lifespan correlation within families. However, the specific sampling procedure should be carefully taken into account in the statistical analysis of the resulting data in order to avoid biases that may lead to wrong conclusions. In general, given that the selection of participants is based on age criteria, left truncation by death plays an important role when studying longevity or extreme survival. Challenges in this framework are to deal with the delayed entry resulting from the sampling mechanism, to take into account correlation between family members, and to deal with the interplay between them.
This work is motivated by the Leiden Longevity Study (LLS), 6 ,7 a family-based cohort of long-lived siblings together with their offspring and the partners thereof. The goal of the recruitment strategy was to enrich for genetic variants involved in aging. Families were invited to participate in the study if at least two siblings were 'long-lived', where 'long-lived' meant being older than 89 years for men or older than 91 years for women.
As a result, more than 400 families were included in the study between 2002 and 2006 and followed for around 10 years. Note that similar designs are also used by other studies, such as the European study Genetics of Healthy Aging (GEHA) 8 and the international (U.S. and Denmark) LLFS (Long Life Family Study). 9 The Lexis diagram displayed in Figure 1 illustrates the selection procedure in the LLS. The aim of our data analysis is twofold. On the one hand, we are interested in estimating the effect of (genetic) markers affecting survival in the elderly and their corresponding marker-specific survival rates, by using the 'long-lived' siblings of the LLS. On the other hand, we are interested in estimating the level of familial correlation of lifespan in the subpopulation of long-lived.
We adopt a conditional approach by considering shared frailty models to model correlated survival data, [10] [11] [12] using age as time scale. The frailty variance represents the within-family aggregation of the studied survival times (see, for example, Section 4.1 in Duchateau and Janssen), 11 and hence, its correct estimation is of primary interest in aging research. 1, 5, 13 Additionally, the prediction of marker-specific survival rates is a relevant topic in the field of longevity.
14 This can also be addressed from a frailty model perspective, for which the unbiased estimation of both the marker effect and baseline hazard is required.
Since the inclusion criterion relies on being alive at a certain enrollment period, individuals are only observed if their age at death is greater than certain age at entry (determined by the enrollment mechanism). This leads to the presence of left-truncated survival times due to delayed entry.
The treatment of left truncation in shared frailty models is still an open issue and the literature on this topic is scarce. Left truncation was considered by Nielsen et al. in their seminal paper on frailty models. 15 Namely, these authors studied the correlation between the lifespans of parents, biological and adopted children. Left truncation due to delayed entry is handled by adapting the at-risk indicators in this example. Later, Jensen et al. 16 and Rondeau et al. 17 independently proposed an alternative approach which accounts for left truncation at the frailty distribution level. Recently, van der Berg and Drepper 18 revisited the problem and proposed the same likelihood as Jensen et al. 16 and Rondeau et al. 17 for the specific case where each cluster contains two units and both are observed (but under delayed entry). Also, in the field of recurrent events, both approaches have been discussed. 20 In this paper, we revisit the former approaches for dealing with left truncation in family data in order to provide clear guidelines about their assumptions and their appropriateness according to the data at hand. Specifically, we will discuss two selection mechanisms, across and within families, which influence the configuration of the observed sample. On the one hand, left-truncated cluster survival data can be regarded as a problem of frailtydependent (non-random) selection of families, as has been previously recognized. 16, 20 On the other hand, the presence of left-truncation due to delayed entry induces a within-family selection phenomenon which has been less studied so far. We illustrate the different impact of both selection mechanisms according to the size of the family and different selection criteria and we show that the current approaches provide, in general, biased estimates due to the assumption of non-informative selection of individuals within families. We propose a new method to tackle this selection problem by proposing a correction on the likelihood estimation by means of inverse probability weighting at the family level.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the second section, we introduce notation and establish a general framework for different sampling schemes resulting in left-truncated clustered survival data. Shared frailty models are revisited in the third section. In the fourth section, we present existing and new methods for dealing with left truncation in shared frailty models. An intensive simulation study is presented in the fifth section, while in the sixth section the methods are applied to the LLS. Main conclusions and a final discussion follow in the seventh section.
Notation and problem description
Let the observations be given by ðB ij , V ij , T ij , ij , x ij Þ, where i ¼ 1, . . . , n index all the studied families, j ¼ 1, . . . , m i are the observed siblings from the i-th family, B ij is the date of birth, V ij is the date of enrollment in the study, T ij is the date of death or end of follow-up, ij is the non-censoring indicator and x ij ¼ ðx 1ij , . . . , x qij Þ 0 is a vector of q individual-specific covariates which may affect survival. We focus on t ij ¼ T ij À B ij , the potentially right-censored survival time given in age scale. Since the survival times and covariates of the included individuals are only observed if they are alive at certain specific date V ij , determined by the enrollment process, individuals are observed only if their age at death (t ij ) is greater than their certain age at enrollment in the study, defined as
This type of data is the result of outcome-dependent sampling schemes and hence, the specific sampling mechanism cannot be neglected in the models. 19, 20 Denote by
indicator for family i according to the pre-defined study design (c 0 , K and n i deterministic). A i ¼ 1 if family i is included in the study, i.e. A i ¼ 1 if at least K alive siblings were older than a predefined value c 0 ! 0 by the recruitment period. In general, c 0 represents the age at the origin of the follow-up time and may be common for all the individuals, as in the GEHA project (c 0 ¼ 90) or covariate-specific, as is the case in the LLS, where gender-specific entry criteria were considered (c 0 ¼ 89 for men, c 0 ¼ 91 for women). n i is the size of the family i (including those siblings not included due to death previous to recruitment but with t ij ! c 0 ). Note that n i is known because the genealogical information regarding birth and death dates is available for the complete family, i.e. also for those members deceased before recruitment started, and for which none of the covariates x are available. Finally, denote by M i the random variable referring to the number of included individuals from family i, M i ¼ m i , and define the sampling event for family as
In the LLS, the members of a given family are selected at the same timepoint (V ij ¼ V i , j ¼ 1, . . . , m i ) but at different ages (due to their different birth dates), which provokes different entry ages in the sample across individuals. Specifically, let us consider the recruitment period given in chronological time by a discrete process of dates 1 , . . . Q Â Ã and suppose that an arbitrary family i is invited to participate at time q given that it verifies A i ¼ 1j q , c 0 Â Ã . This means that those members who are too young to be included at q are not recovered in a posterior sampling time point and that V ij ¼ V i ¼ q , i ¼ 1, . . . , n i . Under such a sampling scheme, t 0ij ¼ q À B ij ! c 0 , where B ij is the date of birth of sibling j from family i.
Note that the former general definition of A i covers a large number of outcome-dependent sampling scenes, all affected by delayed entry, for example, when considering age as a time scale. On the one hand, one may consider the selection of a given family only if all its members are observed, and we refer to this situation as 'fully observed' families, where m i ¼ n i by design. This means that a family is included if and only if all its eligible members (i.e. those n i with t ij > c 0 ) are alive at the recruitment timepoint V ij , so that we can follow them all, even if their entry times differ. Such sampling schemes are typically used in twin studies 1, 5 and imply that M i is deterministic. On the other hand, less restrictive selection schemes, where families are partially observed (M i is random and m i n i ), are common in epidemiological studies. Family-based studies relying on an arbitrary number of siblings, such as the LLS, select siblings if at least two of the total number of the sibship are alive at the recruitment period (K ¼ 2). Also, the dynamic sampling framework considered in Jensen et al. to study family aggregation of childhood mortality implies a different number of selected individuals per family, without fixing any minimum number of individuals per cluster, i.e. K ¼ 1. 16 Given that the inclusion of families under left truncation is driven through the inclusion of (some of) their members, we can treat the unobserved family members as missing data. Set R ij ¼ I t ij 4 t 0ij ! c 0 È É ¼ 1 if the member j of family i is included and 0 otherwise, i.e. R ij ¼ 0 if t 0ij 4 t ij ! c 0 . Let R i ¼ ðR i1 , . . . , R in i Þ be the vector of non-missingness indicator of family i. R i is always observed as long as n i (the family size at sampling time) is known. Consequently, we can redefine the number of observed siblings of family i as M i ¼ P n i j¼1 R ij .
In the next section, we provide a general methodological overview to deal with left-truncated frailty models, paying special attention to the impact in the inference of the different selection procedures according to the specific choices of K and the resulting patterns of R i .
Shared frailty models revisited
We consider shared frailty proportional hazard models for the analysis of clustered survival data 10-12
where 0 ðt, cÞ refers to the baseline hazard, b are the regression coefficients corresponding to the vector of covariates x and the term u > 0 refers to an unobserved random effect (frailty) shared by the members of the same family. The baseline hazard 0 ðt, cÞ is specified in terms of the vector of parameters c. If c is infinite, the baseline hazard is completely unspecified and it corresponds to a frailty Cox model. Otherwise, when c is a finitedimensional vector, we refer to parametric frailty models. The unobserved heterogeneity shared within families accounts for genetic or (early life) environmental factors common to members of a given sample and it is assumed to follow a certain parametric distribution G in the population. In this paper, we assume that u follows a gamma distribution. Gamma frailties have been broadly used because of their attractive mathematical properties, given that the dependence induced by the frailty can be expressed in terms of their Laplace transforms. This allows the derivation of closed-form likelihoods when assuming a parametric baseline hazard 0 , i.e. when c is a finitedimensional vector. Otherwise, if c is infinite-dimensional, EM algorithms 15 or penalized likelihood approaches 17 have been proposed to fit model (1) . See Duchateau and Janssen for a recent review on frailty distributions and discussion on existing estimation procedures for frailty models. 11 Due to identifiability reasons, we assume that u $ Àð1=, 1=Þ, which ensures that E(u) ¼ 1 and varðuÞ ¼ .
Inference of gamma shared frailty models has received a lot of attention in past decades and is well established (see Cortin˜as et al. for a review). 21 In general, without left truncation, and assuming that conditional on u, rightcensoring is non-informative, the marginal likelihood contribution of family i is given by
where f c refers to the conditional probability density function, and Ã ij ðtÞ ¼ Ã 0 ðtÞ expðbx ij Þ, Ã 0 ðtÞ ¼ R t 0 0 ðs, cÞds is the cumulative hazard.
Recalling the Laplace transform derivatives of u as L ðrÞ ðsÞ ¼ ðÀ1Þ r E u u r expðÀusÞ ½ , and denoting by D i the number of uncensored observations of family i, we can rewrite the likelihood contribution of a family i as 
4 Shared frailty models with delayed entry So far, the inference of left-truncated gamma frailty models has been approached from two different points of view. The fundamental difference between them relies on the specification of the frailty distribution when constructing the marginal likelihood.
Note that the frailty distribution G corresponds to the distribution of the frailty values at the population level, which correspond to the origin time c 0 of the study. However, given that frailer individuals die first, the outcome-dependent selection related to left truncation provokes that families with larger values of u i are less likely to be observed. As a result, the frailty distribution in the population of survivors at a given time t > c 0 differs from the original one given by G. Specifically, the mean of the frailty distribution becomes smaller as the stronger individuals remain (those with smaller values of u). At the same time, the variance also becomes smaller since the remaining individuals at risk are more alike. A nice property of the gamma distribution is that the conditional frailty density at time t > c 0 is still a gamma density (this property is commonly referred as updating).
Following the notation in Jensen et al. 16 we refer to the two existing approaches as 'naı¨ve' 15 and 'updated'. [16] [17] [18] 20, 22 
'Naïve' approach
The first approximation to adapt the likelihood expression given by equation (2) to the presence of delayed entry relies on the same rationale which is standard in the context of survival analysis for left-truncated independent observations. Specifically, delayed entry is handled by adapting the risk sets at the level of the likelihood contribution of a given individual, i.e. replacing I s t ij À Á by I t 0ij 5 s t ij À Á in the definition of the cumulative hazard. Consequently, to account for delayed entry,
ðs, cÞds ¼ R 1 0 Iðt 0ij 5 s t ij Þðs, cÞds in equations (2) and (3). As a result, provided that truncation is independent from the survival of each unit, the resulting likelihood contribution of family i with m i observed individuals is given by
where f c and S c refer to the conditional probability density and survival functions, respectively. The second equality in expression (5) implies that the frailty distribution is not affected by the selection process induced by the delayed entry of the individuals within families, i.e. expression (5) assumes that Gðu i Þ ¼ Gðu i jt i1 4 t 0i1 , . . . , t im i 4 t 0im i Þ, as has been pointed out by Jensen et al. 16 and van den Berg and Drepper. 18 However, such an assumption is unrealistic, since, in general, lower values of u will be overrepresented when increasing age at entry, as a direct consequence of the fact that frailer individuals (those with higher values of u) die first and hence the probability of surviving until their corresponding entry time is lower. Hence, the estimates ðb c, b b,Þ resulting from expression (5) will be, in general, inconsistent. However, the size of the bias differs according to the level of discrepancy between G(u i ) and Gðu i jt i1 4 t 0i1 , . . . , t im i 4 t 0im i Þ in the data at hand. In general, under common frailty distribution and random truncation patterns, one would expect that the level of bias depends on the size of the families in the underlying population. This is due to the fact that even if the size of the family is non-informative with regard to the survival, it affects the distribution of the frailty term in the selected families. 23, 24 To illustrate this, suppose that the members of a given family i share a fixed truncation point t 0 , then the conditional selection probabilities at the family level can be written as
Àj , where S j ðt 0 Þ ¼ Sðt 0 ju i Þ is the conditional survival at the entry time t 0 for a given member j of family i (free of the particular value of n i ). Note that among families with a similar frailty term u i , larger families are more likely to be included. Moreover, the under-represented higher values of the frailty distribution are more likely to be observed under delayed-entry when belonging to larger families, which potentially would entail GðuÞ % Gðujt 4 t 0 Þ. The practical impact of this issue is empirically evaluated by means of simulations in the next section.
'Updated' approach
An alternative strategy for dealing with left truncation in the shared-gamma frailty model relies on writing the likelihood as follows 17, 22 
By using the gamma distribution properties, the numerator can be expressed in terms of the D i -derivative of the Laplace transform of u, taking the form of equation (3), while the denominator can be written as
The former equation (6) can be rewritten as
Note that by applying Bayes's theorem, we obtain
and hence, equation (7) is equivalent to
Equation (9) explicitly shows the updating nature of this approach. In contrast to the 'naı¨ve' approach, the conditional density of the observed units within a family is averaged over the conditional frailty distribution given the entry times of the family members. This allows us to tackle the first selection process (across families) introduced in the first section, by adapting the level of dependency within the observed families to the informative selection process. Instead of assuming mean one frailties to all the selected families (as in the naı¨ve approach), in the updated approach the mean of the frailty depends on the number and timing of the observed events for each family. This approach is the state of art method for dealing with left-truncated correlated survival data in frailty models, however, it still relies on a strong assumption in order to provide valid estimates, namely that m i ¼ n i is fixed. This can be observed by rewriting the likelihood contribution of family i in terms of the random variable M i and considering the whole sampling event
Note that equation (10) reduces to equation (7) if and only if PðM i ¼ m i ju i , n i Þ is assumed to be independent of u i . In that case, the term P(M i ¼ m i ) can be moved outside the integrals in both numerator and denominator of equation (10) and it cancels out. However, such an assumption requires us to consider M i to be deterministic and reformulate the sampling event for family i
This holds in the very special case in which m i ¼ n i by design ('all in/all out' selection procedure) and consequently equation (7) leads to correct estimates in that case. However, the application of the updated approach in samples with partially observed families (R i contains at least one zero-entry) leads to biased results since the missing data mechanism associated to the random variable M i depends, in general, on the frailty term u i . Under the common assumption of independence between the left truncation and survival times (the age at entry is independent of the lifetime) and independence between covariates and the frailty term (the covariates are evenly distributed across the population), the frailty term determines the level of within-family selection. Specifically, given two arbitrary families of the same size n i with different frailty terms and assuming that the recruitment ages of their members has common support, the family with larger u i is likely to have smaller m i due to the effect of the frailty on the lifetime of an individual.
We now propose a new method based on the correction of expression (7) which relies on inverse probability weighting for dealing with missing data.
New proposal: 'Weighted' approach
As previously discussed, the updated method is only valid for fully observed families. However, in many applications, our sample consists of a mixture of both fully and partially observed families. One way to deal with this situation is to remove all partially observed families from the sample, i.e. to consider only the families for which R i ¼ 1, however this may lead to discarding a substantial part of the data at hand, with an evident cost in efficiency.
Alternatively, we propose correcting the updated method in the '''Updated' approach'' section accounting for the non-observed individuals in each family by means of inverse probability weighting (IPW).
The general idea of IPW is to weigh the contributions of the observed units in the estimation by the inverse of the probability of being observed. Denote such probabilities by i for an arbitrary unit i. If i is consistently estimated then the estimation relying on the pseudo-population resulting from weighing each i observation with 1/ i provides consistent estimates. [25] [26] [27] In our case, this principle may be applied at the family level to weigh the likelihood contribution of family i given by equation (7), which is actually correctly specified in the absence of within-family missing data (i.e. it coincides with equation (10) 
The general idea of our method is to weigh each family i contributing with M i ¼ m i observed individuals with the probability i of having observed exactly m i members. Recall the inclusion indicator for family i
introduced in the second section. We can use the more restrictive inclusion indicator of family i, defined in terms of the m i observed members out of n i as A 
In this way, the new pseudo-population resembles a sample of fully-observed families and expression (11) provides consistent estimates under correct specification of the vector of weights ¼ ð 1 , . . . , n Þ. Our approach is motivated by Molenberghs et al. who investigated IPW in the context of partially observed longitudinal data. 28 The proof of consistency of the estimator derived from expression (11) in Appendix 2 shows that their results still apply here. Since L UP i , the base of our proposed weighted estimating procedure given by expression (11), is conditioned to A i ¼ 1, we consider an extra weight to account for incomplete selection also conditioned to A i ¼ 1. Specifically, we
Note that the impact of the unobserved frailty term u i on the selection of family i is captured in L UP i and the denominator in expressions (6) and (7) can be regarded as an estimate of PðA i ¼ 1ju i Þ), which 'weighs' the numerator to correct for the informative selection of families induced by left truncation.
Assume, without loss of generality, that the first m i family members are observed while the remaining n i À m i are missing, ðt i1 , . . . , t im i , t im i þ1 , . . . , t n i Þ ¼ ðt
Þ. As stated before, the missing data mechanism is informative of the family-specific frailty term u, but note that it is missing completely at random (MCAR) given u, i.e. within families, provided that the usual assumptions such as independence between random left truncation and survival times hold, and that covariates are evenly distributed across and within families. This implies that we can assume that the individuals within a family are exchangeable, in the sense that the distribution of any sub-vector of ðt i1 , . . . , t in i Þ is the same than that corresponding to any other sub-vector of equal length, i.e. for a given family i, Eðt
In practice, given the conditional MCAR nature of the missingness mechanism within each selected family, we propose estimating i ¼ PðM i ¼ m i jA i ¼ 1, n i Þ according to a completely random selection of m i individuals from the total n i members of the selected family i. Specifically, we propose the following IPW weights
Software implementation
For practical application of the presented methods, we created an user friendly R function, LTfrailty which is available from the authors upon request. The function requires the user to introduce a clustered survival data set in their standard presentation consisting of the observed survival times, censoring indicator, cluster identifier, and vector of covariates. Additionally, for the weighted approach the cluster size must be provided by the user. The updated approach is implemented in our function using the parfm R package. 29 The three implemented methods rely on a Weibull specification for the baseline hazard and the same optimization algorithm is used in order to maximize the log-likelihood. Namely, the optim()R function was employed, based on a quasi-Newton method (option method¼''L-BFGS-B''). An alternative existing implementation of the updated approach with gamma frailty is the frailtypack R package. 30 Moreover, coxme uses the naı¨ve approach under a lognormal frailty distribution specification. 31, 32 5 Simulation study 5.1 Simulation setup A simulation study was conducted to assess the performance of the new method based on the weighted pseudolikelihood and to compare it with the two existing approaches, naı¨ve and updated, in different controlled scenarios intended to mimic relevant situations in practice. We generated 1000 Monte Carlo trials based on the following theoretical model
where t is the observed survival time, 0 ¼ 1 represents the constant baseline hazard and x is a binary risk factor ( ¼ 1.5). The latent frailty term u i shared for the n i members of a given family i is drawn from a gammadistribution with mean 1 and variance ( ¼ 0.1, 0.5 and 2 were considered). In order to check the impact of the cluster size on the performance of the three analyzed methods, we compare the results corresponding to populations composed of 'small' clusters (n i ¼ 2), 'large' clusters (n i ¼ 8) and a mixture of both. Left-truncation times were drawn from a uniform distribution with support [0,4] (C $ U[0, 4]). We assumed 50% truncated observations and no right-censoring. In terms of sample size, we considered three different situations (n ¼ 400, 800 and 1600 clusters).
In our basic simulation setting, observations were removed from the analysis if their truncation time was larger than their survival time (K ¼ 1 according to definition of A i of the second section). Additionally, we considered the selection criterion used in the LLS (K ¼ 2). Note that this corresponds to K ¼ n i (complete families selection) when considering families of size 2. The complete family selection based on populations containing large families (n i ¼ 8) is omitted. We considered a Weibull specification for the baseline hazard (g ¼ ( 0 , 0 )) which enables the derivation of close-form expressions for the maximum likelihood estimates for the three studied methods. The explicit expressions for the naı¨ve approach (given by expression (5)), and updated (given by expression (7)) corresponding to the Weibull hazard specification are given as supplementary material in Appendix 1. Standard errors of the parameters were also estimated. For the naı¨ve and updated methods, they were computed as the square roots of the diagonal elements of the observed Hessian matrix. For the weighted approach, robust estimates of the standard errors were obtained using a sandwich estimator (see Tsiatis 25 for technical details and Rondeau et al. 17 for application in frailty models). Coverage rates of the 95% confidence intervals for each method are also reported.
Simulation results
For each of the studied scenarios we provide results on mean estimated relative bias (defined as the difference between the simulated mean and true parameter value divided by the true value), empirical standard deviation and mean square error (MSE) across the 1000 Monte Carlo trials of the variance parameter of the frailty term, , the covariate effect, , baseline parameter 0 ( 0 ¼ 1 is efficiently estimated by the three methods, data not shown), and resulting population survival estimates at t ¼ 1. Population hazards and survival probabilities can be estimated from conditional models such as frailty models. 11 Specifically, the population survival at time t derived from gamma-frailty models may be expressed as S p ðtÞ ¼ 1 À ÃðtÞ È É À1 : In Tables 1 to 4 we report the performance of the three methods to fit frailty models in presence of left truncation. Specifically, for each of the simulated scenarios, the estimated relative bias (reBias), standard deviation (SD) and mean square error (MSE) of the variance parameter of the frailty term are summarized in Table 1 , while the same summary measures for the estimation of the baseline hazard 0 are reported in Table 2 . Table 3 contains the results regarding the covariate effect and Table 4 summarizes the performance of the three studied methods in the estimation of S p (1). Results for the basic selection setting (K ¼ 1) are presented in the top part of the tables, while the bottom parts show results for K ¼ 2 (families are included if at least two members are observed). Estimated standard errors and coverage probabilities are given as supplementary material in Appendix 3.
Roughly speaking, the overall difference of the naı¨ve and updated approaches mainly depends on the size of the families (n i ), and the level of familial correlation (). According to the results presented in the top part of Table 1 (K ¼ 1), we observe that the updated method clearly underestimates the frailty variance, and the bias increases with the size of the frailty variance and the size of the clusters (i.e. the bias tends to become more severe in scenarios where the number of selected members by family is variable and, in general, smaller than n i ). This issue appears to be huge in the situation in which the relying population is composed of large families (n i ¼ 8) and ¼ 2, where the estimated relative bias of the updated method is larger than 50%. Still, when the population of reference consists of families of small size (n i ¼ 2) and ¼ 2, the relative bias is noticeable (around 14%). Note that the bias is systematic since it does not vanish by increasing the sample size. As expected, this problem is solved when considering the complete family selection framework, where m i ¼ n i , as reflected in the bottom part of Table 1 for the situation with K ¼ 2 and n i ¼ 2, with values of relative bias inferior to 5%.
In contrast, the naı¨ve method performs reasonably well regarding the estimation of in the studied scenarios where n i ¼ 8 (relative bias < 5%). The reason behind this good performance of the naı¨ve method in such settings has been explained in the '''Naı¨ve' approach'' section, and comes from the fact that the wrong assumption of equal frailty distribution at c 0 ¼ 0 and conditioned to the truncation times approximately holds if the family is large enough. The performance of the naı¨ve method is worse for small families (n i ¼ 2), providing estimates of that are too low, with relative bias of around 13% for all the studied values of when K ¼ 1 (note however, that its performance is still similar to the updated approach). The bottom part of Table 1 reflects the limitations of the naı¨ve method in dealing with situations with highly-selected families (K ¼ 2, n i ¼ 2, ¼ 2), in which we observe a slight overestimate of the frailty variance. As for the updated approach, the observed bias does not vanish by increasing the sample size.
The results regarding the estimation of the constant baseline hazard 0 ¼ 1 for the basic setting with K ¼ 1 are displayed in the top part of Table 2 . We observe that the updated approach systematically overestimates the baseline hazard, while the naı¨ve method underestimates it, consistently across all the considered sample sizes. In both cases, the worst performance scenarios coincide with the worst results in terms of the estimation of . The updated approach presents relative biases greater than 100% for large cluster size combined with large situations (reBias ¼ 1.175 for n i ¼ 8, ¼ 2, reBias ¼ 0.339 for n i ¼ 2, ¼ 2), and in general the relative bias is grater than 5% in all the studied situations. The naı¨ve approach presents the worst estimates of the baseline hazard for n i ¼ 2 and ¼ 2, however the performance is in general better than for the updated approach (maximum relative bias is smaller than 30%). In terms of variance, the updated approach also provides worse results than the naı¨ve method. Increasing the selection level (K ¼ 2, bottom part of Table 2) does not affect the performance of the updated method (no improvement in the estimation of 0 is observed), but the naı¨ve method clearly becomes worse, reaching relative bias levels around 50% when applied to highly selected small families (K ¼ 2,
The estimation of (results shown in Table 3 ) with the updated method is satisfactory, so it seems that even in the cases where the estimation of the baseline hazard and frailty variance are biased, the relative difference among the two groups defined by x is well estimated. In agreement with the results from Tables 1 and 2 , the naı¨ve method presents satisfactory results for the large family case (n i ¼ 8). However, its performance with small families is clearly unsatisfactory (the relative bias on the estimate of is around 10% with n i ¼ 2, ¼ 2, for both K ¼ 1 and
With regard to the new method based on weights, its performance is less affected for the family size n i and K and it outperforms the existing methods in terms of relative bias in the estimation of and 0 in a number of situations. Moreover, for K ¼ 1, n i ¼ 2 and ¼ 2 the new method is the preferable strategy with regard to the estimation of (minimum MSE for all the studied sample sizes). In general, provided that the sample size is large enough the new method presents better results for the estimation of the frailty variance than the existing methods (relative bias in the estimate of is lower than 10%). For a small sample size (n ¼ 400) and small frailty variance ( ¼ 0.1), we detect a slight underestimation due to lack of information. However, the performance of the new method improves with larger samples (this does not happen with the existing methods for which the bias do not vanish by increasing the sample size). Similar results were obtained with regard to the estimation of 0 and with the new method. In both cases, we observe a slight overestimation of the true parameters and large variance when n ¼ 400. Even so, the relative bias in the estimate of is always lower than 10% with the new method and its performance clearly improves when increasing the sample size. For the scenarios with n i ¼ 2 and ¼ 2, we observe overestimation of the baseline hazard (even for n ¼ 1600) with the new method, but it still outperforms the MSE updated method (for both K ¼ 1, K ¼ 2) and naı¨ve method (K ¼ 2). Table 4 shows the performance of the three methods in terms of marginal survival estimates at time t ¼ 1 (mean survival time). The estimation of the population survival based on frailty models summarizes the interplay between frailty variance, baseline hazard and covariate effect. We observe that both updated and new methods underestimate the survival probability at t ¼ 1 but the new method presents, in general, lower relative bias and MSE than the updated method. The naı¨ve method shows overestimation of the population survival (especially for n i ¼ 2), comparable in magnitude to the performance of the new method for K ¼ 1, but it clearly performs poorly for K ¼ 2 and n i ¼ 2. Overall, the new method provides the best results in terms of estimation of S p (1) across the studied scenarios. With regard to the estimation of the standard errors (Tables S1 to S3 in Appendix 3), in general terms, the mean estimates are close to the Monte Carlo estimates of the standard deviation of the parameters of interest for the three approaches. As a result, when the estimation is unbiased, the coverage probabilities are close to 0.95. We find an exception in the estimation of by the naı¨ve approach. The standard errors are systematically overestimated and the resulting coverage probabilities are too large. Finally, as one would expect due to the extra quantity estimated in the weighted approach, the sandwich estimator standard errors tend to provide larger estimates than those provided by the naı¨ve and updated approaches. To illustrate the performance of the three methods introduced in the fourth section, and discussed in the fifth section, we analyzed data from the LLS, introduced in the first section. The sample contained 404 families with at least two long-lived members, which corresponded to 915 individuals. Most of the sample consisted of pairs of siblings (309 families contributed with two members, i.e. 76% of the studied families), 84 families (21 %) contributed with three members, 10 families contributed with four members, and one family contributed with five members. The median age at inclusion for men was 91 years (range: 89-102) and 94 for women (range: 91-103), resulting in a truncation rate which was around 80% for both genders. 7% of the participants were alive by the end of follow-up (February 2014), with a median age of death 95 years (range: 89-106) for men and 98 years (range: 91-108) for women. The genealogical information, i.e. the birth and deceased dates, of the complete sibship of the included families was recovered and used for the calculation of the complete family size at the beginning of follow-up (n i ). As explained in the second section, we considered the family members whose lifespan was longer than the gender-specific minimum age of entry c 0 (89 for men, 91 for women). Due to the retrospective nature of the sampling, for the siblings with t > c 0 but death before sampling it was not possible to determine any covariate, and they were treated as missing data. Moreover, we excluded from the calculations of n i all those family members too young to determine if their lifespan was longer than the corresponding c 0 , i.e. all those family members with t < c 0 and ij ¼ 0 where all those members died before c 0 (i.e. all those family members with t < c 0 and ij ¼ 1). The size of the families before and after recruitment are presented in Figure 2 . We considered three different models, each fitted with each of the three methods: naı¨ve, updated and weighted. On the one hand, we, consider a null model, without the presence of covariates, to specifically focus on the level of familial correlation between lifespans in elderly populations. On the other hand, we separately evaluated the effect of two binary genetic markers, the indicator of being a carrier of the APOE-e2 and APOE-e4 allele, respectively. In a recent meta-analyses of GWAS studies, Deelen et al. reported a protective effect of the APOE-e2 allele in order to survive until old age and evidence of APOE-e4 as a risk factor, 33 while other studies did not find significant effects. 34 Note that the design and size of the sample differs among studies, so the quantification of the effect of these variants in terms of hazard ratios for the population of extreme survivors is still not clear.
For six individuals (from six different included families), the information on APOE-e2 and APOE-e4 was missing. We considered that this lack of information was completely random, i.e. independent of any observed and unobserved variables related to the survival process. Therefore, we removed those cases from the sample and the final effective sample size was 909 individuals, 20% who were carriers of the APOE-e2 and 17% who carried the APOE-e4 allele.
As in the simulation study, we considered a Weibull specification for the baseline hazard, and maximum likelihood estimates were derived in terms of the expressions detailed in Appendix 1. Estimates of the baseline hazard parameters ¼ ð 0 , 0 Þ, and and their respective standard errors are reported in Table 5 . As in the simulation study, standard errors for the naı¨ve and updated methods were computed as the square roots of the diagonal elements of the observed Hessian matrix while for the weighted approach, robust estimates were obtained using a sandwich estimator. Frailty-based estimates of the Kendall's tau between lifespans of family members ( ¼ þ2 ) are also reported. From the results in the upper part of Table 5 , referring to the null model, we observe that the largest estimated frailty variance is provided by the weighted approach ( ¼ 0.079), followed by the naı¨ve method ( ¼ 0.069), while the updated approach provides a lower level of the within-family aggregation ( ¼ 0.060). On the other hand, while the naı¨ve and updated approach provide similar estimates for the baseline hazard at time t given by 0 t 0 , the weighted approach provides slightly higher estimates for the baseline hazard in the null model. However, the impact of theses differences is small with regard to both the the estimation of population survival (e.g. S p (5) & 0.47 for the weighted approach while S p (5) & 0.52 for naı¨ve and updated approaches) and the estimates of within-family lifetimes correlation. Specifically, the corresponding estimated Kendall's tau between the lifespans of members of the same family is ¼ 0.038 according to the weighted method, while the naı¨ve and updated methods provide ¼ 0.033 and ¼ 0.029, respectively. With regard to the model including the APOE-e2 as covariate (middle part of Table 5 ), the findings with respect to the frailty variance remain the same as in the null model with the weighted approach, providing the largest within-family correlations estimate while the updated approach had the lowest. With regard to the estimates of the effect of the APOE-e2, the three methods provide a significant (at a 5% level) protective effect in favor of extreme survival for the carriers of this allele. It is noteworthy that the estimated effect and its corresponding standard deviation provided by the weighted approach ( ¼ À 0.415, s.e. ¼ 0.185) is notably larger than those provided by the other methods. This result resembles the simulated scenarios with 400 simulated families, 'large' families (n i ¼ 8) and a small frailty variance ( ¼ 0.1), which may suggest a slight overestimate of the effect of the APOE-e2 by the weighted method, as we observed in comparable simulated scenarios. On the other hand, the baseline hazard estimated by the weighted approach is slightly larger than the estimation corresponding to the naı¨ve and updated methods, as both provide very close estimates of 0 and 0 . As in the null cases, the difference in terms of marginal survival after five years of follow-up are are very small (the three methods provide S p (5) &0.58).
The results from the bottom part of Table 5 suggests that even if the three methods identify the APOE-e4 allele as inversely associated to extreme survival in the elderly, its adverse effect is of a lower magnitude (and not statistically significant at the 5% level) than the protective effect of APOE-e2.
According to these results, we conclude that the level of familial correlation in the long-lived population seems to be low and that the allele APOE-e2 presents a protective effect for extreme survival. The identification of APOEe4 as a risk factor acting against survival in our target long-lived population remains unclear. As the level of within-family correlation seems to be low, the differences among methods are, overall, small. The sample size is a limitation of the LLS, especially for the application of the weighted approach, which seems to require larger sample sizes to provide valid estimates when the frailty term is small and the sample consists of clusters containing more than two members.
Discussion
In this paper, we have revisited the problem of inference of frailty models with left-truncated and clustered survival data. Our methodological research was motivated by epidemiological questions from the framework of aging research. Namely, we are interested in the study of extreme survival based on family-based cohorts of siblings, such as the GEHA (Genetics of Healthy Ageing) project, or in particular, the LLS. In this context, dealing with left truncation by death due to retrospective sampling may play an important role.
The first of the analyzed methods to deal with this type of data, the naı¨ve approach, handles left truncation by adapting risk sets at the individual level. However, the outcome-dependent selection related to left truncation provokes that families with larger values of the frailty term are less likely to be observed. This issue is ignored by the naı¨ve approach. Alternatively, the second of the revisited methods, the updated approach, takes into account delayed-entry at the frailty distribution level, and hence, the frailty-dependent selection of families. However, it relies on a complete-family observation assumption, i.e. all the members of each family are observed, even if not from the origin of the follow-up time. To overcome the limitations of the existing approximations, we have proposed an inverse probability correction based on the updated method. Specifically, we have proposed family-based weights to account for the within-family selection process, in such a way that the resulting weighted sample satisfies the assumptions of the updated approach. The weights calculation relies on the original family size (n i ) and the assumption of completely random missing data at each family. The new method is interesting since it is conceptually simple and it can be easily implemented. It only requires the computation of the weights for each family and to conduct a weighted regression based on existing methods. According to our results, the naı¨ve approach outperforms the updated approximation when the underlying population is composed of large clusters, while the updated approach seems to be appropriated in complete-family designs (e.g. twin studies) or in situations where the underlying target population is composed of small families. Interestingly, the updated approach provides unbiased estimates of the regression coefficient in all the studied situations, which indicates that it is an appropriated method when the interest specifically relies on estimating the conditional effect of a given marker. However, this is at the cost of introducing bias in the estimation of the baseline hazard and the frailty variance, which may have a big impact in the estimates of marker-specific survival, within-family correlation and risk prediction. The new method may outperform the existing approaches, provided that the sample size is large enough and, specially, when the level of within-family correlation is large. As a limitation, we have observed that the new method provides biased estimates of the covariate effects when the sample does not provide enough information to correctly estimate the weights, i.e. when applied to relatively small samples (< 800 families) in combination with low within-family correlation. This may be improved by using external information based on population mortality tables. In Tsonaka et al. a penalty term based on the disease prevalence is introduced in the context of maximum likelihood estimation in logistic regression with selected families. 35 Following the same idea in the context of frailty models, we could incorporate a penalty to guarantee a given value of overall survival. As mentioned in the ''Simulation results'' section, from the frailty model, we can estimate the population survival at a given time t as S p ðtÞ ¼ 1 À ÃðtÞ È É À1 . Since the population survival is often available in population-based registries, one could introduce a penalization term over the difference between the estimated and the registry-based values. This is left for future research.
Our application to the LLS suggests an underestimate of the level of within-family correlation with the updated method, which appears to be corrected by the new method based on weights, and to a lesser extent, by the naı¨ve method. Overall, it seems that level of the within-family correlation is low in the LLS ($ 0.08). The three methods lead to similar conclusions with regard to the conditional effects of the two studied genetic markers. However, the methods do not agree on the size of the protective effect of the APOE-e2 allele. A large sample size is required to get more insight in this issue.
Both in our simulation study and the real data analysis, we have considered a parametric formulation for the baseline hazard, mainly for mathematical convenience, which eases the practical implementation of the studied methods. The extension to more flexible settings of the new approach is left as future research. Also beyond the scope of this paper, the estimation of standard errors for the proposed weighted approach needs further research. As noted in the literature, the widely-used sandwich adjustment used here may be anti-conservative, given that the variability in the estimate of the weights is ignored. 27 Alternative approaches under the sandwich principle, such as those suggested by Seaman and White, should be investigated. 27 Alternatively, a family-based bootstrapping approach may be adopted, but it is not appropriated in the case of the LLS, due to sample size limitations.
We have considered frailty models, which seem a natural choice in our context, given that we are explicitly interested in the within-family correlation of lifespans. Note that marginal approaches may also be of interest but they provide different interpretations of the estimated parameters in survival analysis.
Problems due to informative selection discussed in this paper may also affect the results of marginal approaches, so extensions of the current weighted approach in this direction are currently under investigation.
Finally, we would like to emphasize the importance of analyzing the sampling mechanism that resulted in the left-truncated clustered survival data at hand, in order to choose a proper method to deal with it.
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Assuming that the frailty term u follows a gamma distribution G with mean 1 and variance ( > 0) (u $ G ¼ Àð1=, 1=Þ), whose density is given by As a result, a Weibull gamma shared-frailty specification allows for the following explicit expression of the loglikelihood for cluster i
The naı¨ve approach for left-truncated Weibull gamma shared-frailty presented in the '''Naı¨ve' approach'' section provides the following expression of the log-likelihood for cluster i '
The updated approach for left-truncated Weibull gamma shared-frailty presented in the '''Updated' approach'' section provides the following expression of the log-likelihood for cluster i '
Appendix 2
Robustness of the weighted approach 
Þ provides consistent estimates of (, , ). Consider the score vector of the first derivative of the log-likelihood given by L UP in expression
Consider now the general situation with m i random (in general, m i < n i ) and recall the division of the vector of complete survival times of family i in terms of an observed and a missing subvectors: t i ¼ ðt 
